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Infrared technology can detect targets under special weather conditions, such as
night, rain and fog. To improve the detection accuracy of vehicles, pedestrians and
other targets in infrared images, an infrared target detection algorithm with fusion
neural network is proposed. Firstly, we use Ghost convolution to replace the
resunit unit of the convolution layer of the deep residual network layer in
YOLOv5s, which can reduce the amount of parameters without losing
accuracy. Then, the global channel attention (GCA) is added to the upper
sampling layer, the detection accuracy of network is further improved by
enhancing the characteristics of the overall goal. Also, the Channel Space
Attention (CPA) space attention mechanism is added to the output end to
obtain more accurate target location information. The infrared data set taken
by the UAV is trained and tested. The accuracy rate of detection based on
YOLOv5s and fusion neural network is 96.47%, the recall rate is 91.51%, and
the F1 score is 94%, which is 7% higher than YOLOv5s. The results show that the
target detection rate of infrared images is improved by proposed method, which
has strong research value and broad application prospects.
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1 Introduction

Target detection technology has already used in vast quantities in safe, transportation,
medical and military fields [1]. However, it can be seen that the light imaging system cannot
work day and night, and is easily affected by the severe weather conditions such as smoke and
dust. The infrared system uses infrared radiation to obtain information with infrared
detectors, therefore, it has the characteristics of all-weather operation, good concealment,
easy penetration of smoke and dust and strong anti-noise [2–5]. At present, the target
detection in infrared scenes has important applications in the fields of autonomous driving
[6, 7], video surveillance [8, 9], military and other fields [10].

Due to infrared images were lack the features of color and texture, low signal-to-noise
ratio and contrast, severe background noise and low resolution, etc., the traditional
algorithm for infrared target recognition has high false detection rate and poor
robustness. Many researchers have studied the detection of infrared targets.

For the problem of low detection accuracy inflicted by inaccurate registration of aerial
infrared image, a feature extraction method is designed to feed back the detection
information of the previous frame to the current frame. Then, a registration accuracy
prediction method based on the distribution concentration of interior points is proposed to
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improve the detection accuracy [11]. To improve the detection rate
and false-alarm of small target, the spatiotemporal background
information in the image is used for low-rank sparse tensor
decomposition to detect the targets in complex background [12].
Li, J et al. [13] use motion continuity to solve the problem of
eliminating false targets. When the infrared camera has a high gray
intensity structural background, Moradi, S [14]. Proposes a
directional method to suppress the structural background based
on the principle of average absolute gray difference similarity to
detect small infrared targets. Bai, X et al. [15] propose a novel
algorithm based on a complicated context (DECM) of the guide
digital entropy (DECM), it can effectively suppress the noise and
enhance the small target in infrared images.

Deep learning has become the focus of image processing, it has
a strong automatic feature extraction ability [16, 17]. The deep
learning methods for infrared detection can greatly elevate the
detection rate of algorithm [18, 19]. In order to further improve the
detection rate and enhance the applicability of the detection
algorithm, some scholars have proposed fusion network
methods for infrared images detection [20–22]. Zhou et al. [23]
proposed an approach for improving object detection by designing
an adaptive feature extraction module within the backbone
network. This module includes a residual structure with
stepwise selective kernel, which allows model to extract feature
effectively at varying receptive field sizes. Additionally, a
coordinate attention feature pyramid network was developed to
incorporate location information into the deep feature map using a
coordinate attention module, resulting in improved object
localization. To further enhance the detection accuracy of weak
and dim objects, the feature fusion network was augmented with
shallow information. Fan,Y et al. [24] addressed the challenges of
vehicle detection in aerial infrared photography, including false
detection, missed detection and limited detection capabilities.
They achieved this by incorporating Dense Block, Ghost
convolution, and SE layer modules into the YOLOv5s. This
fusion of neural networks yielded promising results, prompting
the authors to propose an improved version of the network that
further enhances detection accuracy.

To improve the detection accuracy of vehicles, pedestrians and
other targets in infrared images taken by drones, an infrared target
detection algorithm with fusion neural network is proposed. The
method in this article is to use YOLOv5s as baseline, three improved
networks are integrated to the whole model for improve the
detection accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows: the relative basic theory is
introduced in Section 2, Section 3 details the proposed method,
while the experiment and analysis is carried out in Section 4; At last,
the conclusions is made in section 5.

2 Relate work

2.1 CAM

The channel attention module, abbreviated as CAM, is a
technique that leverages the inter-channel relationship of features
to produce a channel attention map. Each channel of feature is
regarded as a feature detector [25], CAM focuses on identifying
‘what’ is significant in image. Figure 1 displays the structure of the
CAM block.

The channel attention module (CAM) starts by taking the
feature map F and applies global maximum pooling and global
average pooling operations to it along the H and W dimensions.
The resulting feature maps are then fed into a two-level neural
network (MLP) with shared weights, where they learn the inter-
channel relationships. The dimension between the two MLP layers
is reduced by a compression ratio r. Finally, the output of MLP are
activated by the sigmoid function to produce the channel
weighting coefficients. This can be expressed as the following
formula:

Mc F( ) � σ MLP AvgPool F( )( ) +MLP MaxPool F( )( )( )

� σ W1 W0 Fc
avg( )( ) +W1 W0 F c

max( )( )( ). (1)

2.2 Squeeze-and-Excitation

The Squeeze-and-Excitation block can calculate any
transformation relationship Ftr: X → U ,X ∈ RH′×W′×C′,
U ∈ RH×W×C.Where Ftr is a convolution operator. The outputs of
Ftr as U � [u1, u2,/uC] can be write:

Ftr: X → uc � vcpX � ∑C′
s�1v

s
cpx

s. (2)

Where vc � [v1c , v2c ,/vC′c ],X � [x1, x2,/xC′], vsc is a 2D spatial
kernel that operates on vc, and it is associated with the channel of X.
The dependencies are mixed with the spatial correlations and they

FIGURE 1
The CAM block.
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are transmitted to the next layer. The SE building block is illustrated
in Figure 2.

Global average pooling is used to squeeze global spatial
information into a channel descriptor, which generates channel-
wise statistics. Specifically, the c-th element of the descriptor is
calculated by averaging the activations of all spatial locations in the
c-th channel of the feature map.

zc � Fsq uc( ) � 1
H × W

∑H

i�1∑
W

j�1uc i, j( ). (3)

Where zc ∈ RC is a statistic.
The exclusionmodule is composed of two fully connected layers.

The first layer reduces the C channels to C/r channels to reduce
computational cost (followed by RELU activation), while the second
layer restores the C channels and sent to sigmoid activation function.
r is the compression ratio. The mathematical expression is given by
Eq. 3:

s � Fex z,W( ) � σ g z,W( )( ) � σ W2δ W1z( )( ). (4)
The final output of model can be expressed as:

~xc � Fscale uc, sc( ) � sc · uc. (5)
Where ~Xc � [~x1, ~x2,/, ~xC] and Fscale(uc , sc) is the channel-wise

multiplication between uc ∈ RH×W and sc.

3 Proposed method

3.1 Network architecture

The network’s architecture for infrared target detection is
illustrated in Figure 3. The network consists of four main
modules. The input module applies Mosaic data augmentation
and Focus slicing to the 640 × 640 input image. For multi-scale
feature extraction and fusion, the CSP-Darknet53 network is
employed as the backbone network in this study. In the
backbone module, Global Channel Attention (GCA) is added to
obtain more feature information of target channels and alleviate the
network’s capability of small targets detection. In the neck module, a
channel space attention mechanism (CPA) is built to enhance the

FIGURE 2
The SE building block.

FIGURE 3
The network architecture of proposed method.
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awareness of target location and avoid anchor frame bias and invalid
feature information. In this paper, Ghost convolution is used in the
neck module to replace the residual unit of CBS modules. CBS is
composed of three parts: convolution layer, batch processing layer
and SiLu loss function. This module can effectively compensate for
the amount of parameters brought by the increased attention
mechanism and reduce the redundancy of parameters of neck
network.

The main improvement of this article is that we use Ghost
convolution to replace the resunit unit of the convolution layer of
the deep residual network layer in YOLOv5s, it can effectively reduce
the amount of parameters of network without losing accuracy. In
order to better obtain the global channel characteristics of the target
and provide richer target feature information, the global channel
attention (GCA) is added to the upper sampling layer. the detection
rate of network is elevated by enhancing the characteristics of the
overall goal. The PCA space attention mechanism is added to the
output end to obtain more accurate target location information.

3.2 GhostNet

Kai Han et al. [26] introduced the Ghost module as a solution for
generating more feature maps from inexpensive operations, which is
an essential characteristic of CNN. The general 1 × 1 Ghost
convolution is used to compress the number of channels of the
input image, and then the deep separable convolution is used to
obtain more feature images, and various feature images are
contacted to form a new output. The Ghost bottleneck stacks
multiple Ghost modules, which leads to the creation of the
lightweight GhostNet.

The Ghost module is depicted in Figure 4 and the cheap
operation is denoted by Φ.

3.3 Channel space attention (CPA)

The channel spatial attention is aimed at emphasizing the
target’s location information by assigning higher weights to the
spatial information. To increase the accurate of position
information, the input image is pooled in the width and height
directions for obtain the image’s width and height features.

Dh
s w( ) � 1

W
∑W

i�0Xs h, i( ), (6)

Dw
s w( ) � 1

H
∑H

i�0Xs j,w( ). (7)

The paper proposes splicing the feature images of the width
and height of FOV, followed by a convolution module to reduce
their dimension to the original C/r. The resulting feature maps,
denoted as F1, passed through batch normalization and sent to
sigmoid function to obtain a channel attention map f with the
structure of C/r×1×(W×H). The formula can be expressed as
follows.

f � β F1 Dh,Dw[ ]( ). (8)

Then convolution the image features f obtain the feature graph
f h and f w which are the same as former channel number. The
attention weights of feature gh and gw are obtained according to
sigmoid function. The formula is as follows.

gh � z Fh f h( )( ), (9)
gw � z Fw f w( )( ). (10)

Finally, through multiplication and weighting calculation on the
original feature, the feature of attention in the width and height
direction is calculated. The improved channel space attention is
displayed in Figure 5.

3.4 Global channel attention (GCA)

Because CAM uses maximum pooling to extract features, which
is not good for shallow small target features, and is not easy to
extract small target features, resulting in small target easy to miss
detection. Therefore, an improved CAM method, global channel
attention (GCA), is proposed. This method uses global pooling
instead of maximum pooling operation to alleviate the network’s
filtering of small target information, and retain small target
information as much as possible. Compared with traditional
CAM, the proposed GCA uses a four-layer feature sharing
perceptron, which is one more layer than CAM, to fully obtain
target feature information and further fuse features. The specific
flow chart is shown in Figure 6.

3.5 Loss functions

The loss function is crucial for gradient calculations in deep
learning. The proposed method utilizes a loss function consisting of
Lpos, Lcon, and Lcla.For a detailed introduction of the loss function,
please refer [17].

Lpos � λcord∑
S2

i�1∑
B

j�11
obj
i,j xi − x̂i( )2 + yi − ŷi( )2[ ]. (11)

Where 1obji,j means there is a target in the image; The presence or
absence of targets in the image is represented by 1 and 0; xi, yi, x̂i, ŷi
represent the true coordinates of centre point and predicted one;
λcord defines the weight parameter.

FIGURE 4
The module of Ghost.
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Lcon � ∑S2

i�1∑
B

j�11
obj
i,j −Cilog Ĉi( )[ ]

+ λnobj∑
S2

i�1∑
B

j�11
nobj
i,j − 1 − Ci( )log 1 − Ĉi( )[ ]. (12)

Where Ci is the true target’s confidence, Ĉi is the predicted target’s
confidence, and 1nobji,j indicates that there are objects in the image.

Lcla � ∑S2

i�1∑
B

j�11
obj
i,j

× ∑
c∈cla

−pi c( )log p̂i c( )( ) − 1 − pi c( )( )log 1 − p̂i c( )( )[ ].
(13)

Where ^̂pi(c) and pi(c) represent the predicted and true
probabilities.

The final loss function can be written as:

Ltotal � Lpos + Lcon + Lcla. (14)

4 Experiment and result analysis

4.1 Experimental environment and
parameters

The specific experimental parameters are configured as Table 1.
We conduct network training under Ubuntu environment and GPU
was invoked.

4.2 Dateset

We used the Yantai IRay Technology Co., Ltd. dataset. This
database is created by a drone equipped with a professional infrared
camera. It takes pictures of human-vehicle targets in a variety of
different scenarios and obtains a great quantity infrared images. The
flying height of the drone is about 10–15 m higher than the ground
when shooting. Most of the collected data are small infrared targets,
which have a wider monitoring perspective in the monitoring range,
which is better than the deployment of instruments in ordinary
security scenarios. Yantai IRay Technology Co., Ltd. used the
inherent 640*512 resolution to collect more than 10000 infrared
images in different viewing angles, and then marked the pedestrians,
cars, buses, bicycles, cyclists, and trucks that appeared in the images.

FIGURE 5
The module of channel space attention.

FIGURE 6
The module of global channel attention.

TABLE 1 The parameters of experiment.

Parameter Disposition

Environment Ubuntu

Redaction language Python 3.8

CPU Intel i9-10900K

GPU RTX 3090

Memory 64G

Epoch 200
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4.3 Experiment and analysis

We conducted experiments in this section to directly
demonstrate the effect of each module. YOLOv5s was used as the
baseline, and Ghost, GCA, and CPA were separately added to the
neural network models. According to different experimental results,
the effects of different improved method were obtained.

According to the experimental results in Figure 7, various fusion
models improve the detection efficiency of different categories,
especially for people and cyclists.

To intuitively measure the effect of various improved
methods relative to the traditional YOLOv5s algorithm, the
precision-recall curves of different methods were shown in
Figure 8. With the addition of network, the precision and recall
of model have been significantly raised. The precision-recall
curve of the final scheme has the largest area surrounded by the

axis, which verifies that the fusion neural network has the best
performance. Compared with YOLOv5, the final fusion
model’s mAP increased by 7.36%, Precision increased by
7.89%, Recall increased by 6.06% and F1 increased by 7%,
the results of each improved module are summarized in
Table 2.

The infrared detection results of various methods are shown
in Figure 9. Compared different improved models with original
YOLOv5s version, the detection accuracy of people and vehicles
in scenario 1 does not significantly improved by YOLOv5s +
Ghost model. The YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA model has increased
by 6% and 7% respectively, while YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA +
CPA model has increased by 8% and 9% respectively. In Scenario
2 and Scenario 3, The YOLOv5s + Ghost and YOLOv5s + Ghost +
GCA have greatly improved the detection accuracy compared
with YOLOv5s, while the YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA + CPA has

FIGURE 7
Confusion matrices. (A) YOLOv5s (B) YOLOv5s + Ghost (C) YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA (D) YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA + CPA.
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not further considerably improved. In the cluttered background
of Scenario 4, the YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA + CPA model can
detect the distance of cars and trucks, and the detection accuracy

of small targets in the distance has increased 20%. While the
nearby targets has not improved much, because the accuracy is
already high.

FIGURE 8
P-R curves of various model: (A) YOLOv5s (B) YOLOv5s + Ghost (C) YOLOv5s+Ghost +GCA (D) YOLOv5s+Ghost+GCA+CPA.

TABLE 2 Results of each improved module.

Mode YOLOv5s YOLOv5s + Ghost YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA YOLOv5s + Ghost + GCA + CPA

mAP 0.9094 0.9388 0.9751 0.9830

F1 0.87 0.89 0.93 0.94

Recall 0.8545 0.8792 0.9099 0.9151

Precision 0.8858 0.9115 0.9466 0.9647
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5 Conclusion

This study established an target detection method that
integrates fusion neural network to YOLOv5s for infrared
images. At first, the Ghost is used to the convolution layer of
the deep residual network layer in YOLOv5s, it can decrease the
complexity of the network and reduce the calculation. Then, the
global channel attention (GCA) is added to the upper sampling
layer, the detection rate of method is elevated by enhancing the
characteristics of the overall goal. Also, the channel spatial
attention (CPA) is incorporated into module for obtain more
accurate target location information. By training and testing of

infrared data set taken by UAV, the accuracy rate of detection
based on YOLOv5s and fusion neural network is 96.47%, the recall
rate is 91.51%, and the F1 score is 94%, which is 7% higher than
YOLOv5s. The results prove that our method raised the detection
rate of infrared images.

Data availability statement

The datasets for this study can be found at http://iray.iraytek.
com:7813/apply/Aerial_mancar.html/. further inquiries can be
directed to the corresponding authors.

FIGURE 9
The results of various methods. (A) YOLOv5s (B) YOLOv5s + Ghost (C) YOLOv5s+Ghost +GCA (D) YOLOv5s+Ghost+GCA+CPA.
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